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The next conference call will take place Tuesday, October 3rd, 2017, 3:30-4:30 Eastern (2:30-3:30 

Central) 
 

I. Roll 
a. David Montgomery (presenter) 
b. Brian Baker 
c. Cathy Greene 
d. Kanika Ghandi 
e. Diana Jerkins 
f. Fred Kirschenmann 
g. Ali Loker 

 
II. Presentation: David Montgomery Growing a Revolution: Bringing Our Soil Back to Life 

a. Hidden Half of Nature 
i. Role of microbial communities in soil is important to plant health (rhizosphere) 

1. Transfer of nutrients, how we grow our food, practice of medicine 
2. Plough degrades soil health 

b. Growing a Revolution 
i. Effect of scaling conservation agriculture methods to farms in the developed and 

developing world 
ii. Farmers excited about economic savings, increased efficiency of soil health 

improvements 
iii. World Conservation Agriculture Congress—both CV and OG farmers embracing 

minimal soil disruption, cover crops, diversified rotations  
1. Bring CV farmers closer to OG by adopting these principles/techniques 

iv. Cultivate beneficial soil life 
v. DM visited farmers around the world practicing regenerative agriculture—

demonstrated methods, find commonalities, principles that guided success 
vi. Took 6 months to visit farms in N. America, Africa, Central America 

1. S. Dakota—Dwayne Beck 
1. Region around Beck’s farm transitioned almost entirely to no-till 

farming 
2. Research demonstration farm: SDSU and group of ~500 farmers  
3. Maintained or increased yields while decreasing fossil fuel, 

pesticide, nutrient use 
4. Conventional, but “organic-ish” (minimal inputs) 

2. Ghana—Kofi Boa 
1. Center for no-till ag (North Central Ghana), teaches principles of 

conservation ag to subsistence farmers (no capital for mechanized 
equipment), slash and burn repeatedly depleted SOM to >1% 

1. Decade of conservation techniques, polycultures, retaining 
and returning OM  2x cowpea, 3x corn yields  
marketable surplus  economic impacts 

2. Conventional, but “organic-ish” (minimal inputs) 
3. Lead to question: Can this (no-till) be done organically? 

3. Rodale Institute—organic systems trials, no-till 
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1. Roller-crimper to terminate cover crops—no loss in yields, built 
health and soil fertility over time 

2. Soil building practices can work in CV and OG systems 
4. Bismarck, ND— Gabe Brown  

1. Livestock integration to restore soil fertility 
2. Stacking enterprises—farmers markets, co-op slaughterhouse 
3. Soil suffers from chemicals, even with no-till 

5. Costa Rica—coffee plantations 
1. Rivers near coffee plantations are orange-brown from soil runoff, 

farming subsoil (similar to NC tobacco plantations) 
2. Charred coffee chaffs, biochar, inoculate with microbes, spread on 

field, grow cover crops between coffee 
6. Columbus, OH—David Grant 

1. No-till farming 40 years, corn/soy 
2. Added cover crops ~15 years ago, now plants mix of cover crops 
3. Not using any fertilizers, herbicides, considering no pesticides—

considering converting to OG because of minimal inputs 
4. Little to no weed incidence 

vii. “Organic-ish” farmers far more profitable than CV because of economic savings of 
reduced inputs, no-till 

1. Short-term economic interest of farmers 
2. Long-term interest of society re: effects on biodiversity, runoff, etc. 
3. Conservation ag techniques can help move CV farmers towards OG 

viii. Takeaways:  
1. Crop insurance and subsidy reform would change farming practices 
2. Demonstration farms effective in spreading peer-to-peer information 
3. Assist farmers with transition support from CV to conservation and OG ag  
4. Future of agriculture relies on rethinking relationship to soil—look at 

farming practices through that lens 
c. DM/AB new book about connections between soil health and human health 

i. If anyone knows of nutrient density comparison studies—send to David/Anne 
(bigdirt@uw.edu @dig2grow Dig to Grow Books www.dig2grow.com) 

 
III. Discussion 

a. “Organic-ish” concept is good, but many certified organic farms are also “organic-ish”—not 
focused on bringing soil back to life but instead relying on naturally-derived inputs 

i. Relationship between soil and human health—Daphne Miller, Maya Shetreat-Klein 
“Sick care system” 

ii. Hydroponic debate in OG system, opportunity to raise important issues of soil 
health 

1. Nonrenewable input system, “neocaloric” era—will use inputs up quickly 
2. Input costs are rising because of diminished reserves 

iii. Restoring biological health of soils will be core issue going forward 
b. We have the knowledge and know-how to push new vision of agriculture that takes on new 

argument, prioritizing soil health can cut across a variety of systems (“move the floor”) 
c. Differences in input use between field (relatively large acreage) and specialty crop 

producers (relatively small acreage)—how was this accounted for in this research?  
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i. Tried to look across spectrum (range of sizes and styles of production), Rodale 
mostly doing grains in OG systems trials; Gabe Brown veg, grain, livestock; Ghana all 
mixed together—showed that ideas of conservation ag can scale up to large grain 
operations (~2000 acres), techniques are a bit different but ideas are scalable 

ii. No-till/minimal tilling ~30% nationally across crops, farmers who have adopted all 
three conservation ag techniques is closer to ~3%. Past few decades, more and 
more no-till because of glyphosate (now resistant weeds)—good for erosion but bad 
for soil health 

1. How to get farmers to do all three and to get academics to study effects of 
all three practices? Thinking of conservation ag as a system 

2. OG farmers have solid incentive to adopt multiple nonchemical nutrient and 
pest mgmt. practices due to constraints on chemicals, but not with CV 
system 

3. The revolution needs incentives for CV growers 
1. NRCS funds many of the practices spoken about, but producers 

haven’t adopted them. Requires more funding than we’ve 
had/offered in the past 

2. One idea would be to restrict crop insurance eligibility to only 
growers using no-till with cover crops (politically infeasible). Ideas 
for structuring incentives to enhance adoption? Email DM 
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